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Meeting Room Booking System MRBS 1.41 final released.
This version is based on the MRBS Sourceforge project version 1.41 and is now a true Xoops
module.

Some of the basic features:
Flexible Repeating Bookings
Authentication with your existing Xoops user database
Ensures that conflicting entries cannot be entered
Reporting option
Selectable DAY / WEEK / MONTH views
Authenticate levels (user, admin)
Support for bookings by time or period - ideal for use in schools
Room administrators can be notified of bookings by email
Multiple languages supported (translated to Catalan, Czech, Chinese, Danish, Dutch, Finnish,
French, German, Greek, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Portuguese, Slovenian,
Spanish, Swedish, Turkish)

Xoops features:
Tested on Xoops 2.0.18 and 2.3.x (php5, mysql5)
All settings stored in Xoops preferences.
Admin section.
Multilingual frontend and backend.
Clone and rename of the module possible (fully automated).
Basic how to guide (multilingual).
External updates page.
English, french and dutch translations included for the backend.

Download here
Other translations are always welcome.
Can someone also update the repository please?

http://users.fulladsl.be/spb19588/
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